Sex differences in estrogen receptor alpha and beta expression in vasopressin neurons of the supraoptic nucleus in elderly and Alzheimer's disease patients: no relationship with cytoskeletal alterations.
In various hypothalamic and adjacent brain regions we have previously found a remarkable increase in nuclear estrogen receptor staining in Alzheimer's disease (AD). In order to see whether this was a general phenomenon or rather specific for those areas that are affected by the AD process we investigated ERalpha and ERbeta expression in the arginine-vasopressin (AVP) neurons of the human dorsolateral suparoptic nucleus (dl-SON), that is the major source of plasma AVP. These neurons remain exceptionally intact in AD. Changes in ER expression were studied in relation to early Alzheimer changes (i.e. hyperphosphorylated tau) and neuronal metabolism in AD as determined by the size of the Golgi apparatus (GA) or cell size. No difference in neuronal metabolism (i.e. GA size or cell size) of AVP neurons was observed between AD and control patients and no early cytoskeletal AD alterations were found confirming the resistance of the dl-SON to AD. While no differences between AD and control patients were present for ERalpha and ERbeta staining except for a lower proportion of nuclear ERbeta AVP-positive neurons in AD subjects, complex sex differences not directly related to AD were observed within each group. The main finding of the present study is that in the dl-SON, that remains active and spared of AD changes, the increase in nuclear ERs seen in adjacent affected areas in AD patients does not occur. This indicates that a rise of nuclear ERs is not a generally occurring phenomenon but rather related to the pathogenetic alterations of the AD process.